Squam Keeping in 2017
During the summer months, the Squam Lakes Association (SLA) conducts the Squam Keepers program
in order to increase SLA presence on the lake, make observation on shoreline development, and track lake
activity. Squam Keepers spend an hour of their day making observations in one of the thirteen boating census
regions of Big Squam and Little Squam. These observations serve as important qualitative indicators of lake
health and note the weather conditions, water clarity, boating traffic, wildlife activity, human activity, and
shoreline activity. In 2017, the Squam Keepers monitored every boating census area at least once. Center
Squam (Area 8), Dog Cove (Area 9), and Southwest Squam (Area 10) were all visited twice over the course of
the summer. You can view the monitored regions and the route of the Squam Keepers by referring to the
Boating Census Areas map and the Squam Keeper Areas map. A comprehensive table of the 2017 Squam
Keeper observations is found on the second page of this document.
The quality of the water was consistently observed as clear, and little algae was seen. The beautiful
waters of Squam keep boaters coming back each year, and bring in newcomers as well. The table below
provides boat count estimates for each boating census area. The most trafficked areas of the lakes, both for
motorized and human-powered boats, were around Five Finger Point, Yard Island, Church Island, and West
Squam, around the SLA. The areas around Moon and Bowman Island, which are usually heavily trafficked,
were observed during rainy conditions, so boating numbers show significantly less than what is expected on an
average summer day. Good weather days tended to exhibit higher than average boating numbers for the areas
which were being observed. The high rates of boat traffic in the listed areas are most likely due to their
proximity to public lands and public boat launches.
Squam Keepers observed high density and visibility of houses in Bennett Cove, Carns Cove, Livermore
Cove, Grapevine Cove, and the entirety of Little Squam. Bear, Rattlesnake, and Squaw Coves, the Broads Area,
Sturtevant Bay, and Center Squam were all observed as low development areas, as there were relatively few
visible houses among these areas. Areas with high amounts of shoreline development tended to have extensive
lawns leading up to the waterfront, posing potential dangers to the water quality within the Squam watershed.
Fortunately, the Squam Lakes remains a clean environment for residents, vacationers, and wildlife due to the
efforts of the extensive network of conservation-oriented organizations and residents. At the Squam Lakes
Association, we continue our efforts to monitor the watershed in order to protect the natural beauty around us.
The conservation initiatives of the Squam Lakes Association rely on the generous contributions of our
volunteers. If you are interested in helping with the Squam Keepers program for the 2018 summer season, visit
https://www.squamlakes.org/node/380 to download one of our “Tell Us What You See” forms. Next time you
go out on the lake, take the form with you and spend an hour recording what you see! For further information
on our conservation programs, please visit https://www.squamlakes.org/programs/conservation-programs.
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